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SP800-104
A Scheme for PIV Visual Card Topography

The purpose of this document is to provide additional 
recommendations on the Personal Identity Verification (PIV) Card 
color-coding for designating employee affiliation. Compliance 
with this document is voluntary; however, a department or 
agency shall not claim compliance unless it adheres to all 
requirements of this document. This document is not intended to 
contradict requirements specifically identified in the Federal 
Information Processing Standard 201 (FIPS 201) or its associated 
documents, nor to limit options permitted by FIPS 201 except as 
explicitly stated herein. The recommendations in this document 
complement FIPS 201 in order to increase the reliability of PIV 
card visual verification. 



Concern

OMB  suggest that all legacy technologies be removed from the  
PIV card; The Specification allows legacy technologies

Centralized card personalization vendors and Local card 
production Printers cannot  duplicate the card specifications

Agencies will need additional credentials to (NON-PIV) for 
logical and Physical Access  



Color Designation 

Color Designation specified not attainable

For the green bar the NIST document specifies 153,255,153. As you may be aware 
printing with a CMY process doesn't translate to a RGB value that is seen on a 
computer monitor.

we've experimented with RGB values to get a green that looks closer
to what the NIST 800-104 on a computer screen may look like. We've
backed off the R and B values to 120, (120,255,120) . 

The goal has been to get a color bar that is close to the same color as
"seen" on a computer screen.



Side-by-Side Card Comparison
Oberthur printed card Locally printed card
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Vertical Spacing and Alignment

Name Alignment 
and Spacing

OPDIV Spacing

Field Alignment
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NON-PIV Visual Differences



PHASE I NON-PIV CARD



PHASE II NON-PIV



PHASE III NON-PIV
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